
DIY disasters



    Aims:
 To speak to pupils about events that is 
going to happen in future.

 To teach the pupils some new words, a new 
rule, listen to CD of lesson, do exercises.

 Try to develop pupils Reading, Writing, 
Speaking skills in English, increase their 
knowledge in English.  



         - Good afternoon pupils

                  - Good afternoon teacher
                 - Who is on duty today?
                  - Who is absent today?
                  - What is the date and day today?
                  - What was your homework?
 

I. Organization moment



let’s review some of the vocabularies with 
their meanings  from your former lesson:

   stare, sneeze, insect,  cough,
   drop, flame, take medicine, 
   catch a cold, sore throat,    
        insomnia.

II. Warm-up drill



III. Checking up homework   

Ex3  p62  (orally, speaking)
 Complete the conditional sentences:

1. If he goes to London, he……………………………………...... 

2. If I read books, I………………………………………………..

3. If they are cold, they ………………………………………......

4. If she drops the pot, she …………………………………….....
………………………………………………………………………..
5.  If you eat all the chocolate, you …………………………………
………………………………………………….................................



IV. New vocabulary  
                 

                 hammer- балға
                 ladder- баспалдақ
                 toolbox- құрал жəшігі
                 paint- сыр, бояу
                 drill- дрель
                 wallpaper- түсқағаз
                 fall off- құлау
                 spill – төгу, төгіп алу
                 trip over – сүріну
                 drop – түсіру, түсіріп алу 
  



 V. Presentation:



VI. Comprehension check
           Who is doing this?

a. ……… is going to eat Helga’s cake.

b. …….. is going to trip over the drill.

c. …….. is going to drop the toolbox.

d. ……… is going to spill the paint.

e. ……….. are going to break the window.  



  

            VII. Grammar rule: 
         “to be going to+ Vı”

          I am going to watch TV.  
       He is going to play tennis.
       They are going to draw pictures.

  



VIII. Look at the pictures and make sentences with 
given words and the structure: to be Going to…

1.He ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

2.She ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….



3. They ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

4. He ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

5.The ball ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………



  IX. Match the phrases in A   with   phrases in B.

1. Look! The apples          a. is going to play tennis.
2. Look at the                    b. is going to wake up 
 clouds. It                            the baby. 
3. Jack has got                   c. is going to rain.
tennis rocket and 
a tennis ball. He
4. Helen is shouting            d. are going to fall off 
  very loudly. She                  the tree.



    IX. Homework:
  Learn by heart the new vocabularies
  Ex. 4    p.67   writing, using 
  to be going to…




